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Abstract
JoVE is a growing collection of videos demonstrating experimental techniques. Video
techniques provide greater understanding of experimental protocols compared to textual
descriptions published in journals. Videos are organized into subject areas and divided into two
series: the JoVE Journal and the Science Education collection. The former includes more
specialized techniques for researchers and the latter is designed for undergraduate students.
Pricing is per subject area or entire collections and is negotiable or subject to discounted special
offers. JoVE’s interface is clean, intuitive, and easy to browse, but searching capabilities are
limited due to default OR searches, the failure to accommodate phrase searching, and limited
filtering capabilities. Overall it is a unique and valuable resource worthy of consideration by all
higher education institutions.
Pricing Options
Pricing is separated into two tiers, one for institutions offering Ph.D. programs and the other for
schools with master’s level programs and lower. Pricing is further delineated to packages and
individual subject collections. There are two series: the JoVE Journal and the Science Education
collection.
The entire package price for both series is $85,000 for research institutions and $50,000 for
teaching focused institutions. The package includes thirteen subject sections in the JoVE Journal
and eight subject sections in the JoVE Science Education collection.
Individual subjects within the JoVE Journal cost $7,500/$3,500 (research/teaching institutions)
each, with Biology and Developmental Biology priced higher, $9,350/$5,620. Individual
subjects within the JoVE Science Education collection are significantly higher and more variable
in price than the JoVE Video Journal subjects. The lowest priced section is for Environmental
Sciences at $10,500/$5,100 and ranges up to $24,500/$11,900 for Advanced Biology and
Psychology.
From the list price, account managers have discretion to negotiate lower prices. Schools may be
given certain discounts based on FTE, packages selected, and other criteria. JoVE emphasizes
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flexibility and personalization. In this reviewer’s experience, some of the discounts can be
substantial.
Product Overview/Description
JoVE consists of video demonstrations of scientific procedures or protocols. According to a
recent survey in the journal, Nature, “More than 70% of researchers have tried and failed to
reproduce another scientist's experiments, and more than half have failed to reproduce their own
experiments (Baker, 2016).” JoVE’s co-founder, Dr. Moshe Pritsker ran into this same problem
when completing his Ph.D. at Princeton University. His solution was to video record
experimental techniques, which provide more clarity than traditional text-based protocols. JoVE
consists of two series. The JoVE Journal is peer reviewed, and includes advanced science
experiments meant for scientists and researchers. This series is divided into thirteen subject areas
and includes an In-Press category, which provides abstracts of articles that have passed peer
review and are accepted for publication, but have not gone through video production. The
number of available videos varies widely by subject area, and mainly depends on how recently
the subject was added to JoVE. Approximately 80-100 new videos are added per month.
JoVE Journal subjects
Biology (1795 videos)
Neuroscience (805)
Medicine (907)
Bioengineering (507)
Engineering (269)
Genetics (51)
Cancer research (42)

Immunology and infection (697 videos)
Chemistry (230)
Behavior (205)
Environment (127)
Developmental biology (231)
Biochemistry (70)

The JoVE Science Education series features videos demonstrating essential scientific concepts
and experimental methods, and is meant for undergraduate students so they can clearly and
efficiently learn methodologies used in scientific research. The Science Education series consists
of six subject areas. Each subject area contains 3-4 collections, with 15 videos per collection.
As an added bonus, the Biology and Advanced Biology subject areas also include 600
application videos, which are pulled from the JoVE Journal collection. These application videos
are shown as related content when viewing any of the videos part of these two subject areas.
New collections are added over time and several new collections will appear in June and fall,
2017. Unlike the JoVE Journal, new videos are not added each month to Science Education
collections. This approach is similar to the journal product, JSTOR, where collections are fixed
in size, but new collections are added over time.
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JoVE Science Education subjects and collections
Basic Biology (60 videos)
Essentials of cognitive psychology
General laboratory techniques
Essentials of developmental psychology
Basic methods in cellular and molecular
Environmental Sciences (45 videos)
biology
Essentials of environmental sciences
Essentials of biology I: yeast,
Essentials of environmental
Drosophila, and C. elegans
microbiology
Advanced Biology (60 videos)
Essentials of earth science
Essentials of neuroscience
Chemistry (45 videos)
Essentials of developmental biology
Essentials of general chemistry
Essentials of genetics
Essentials of organic chemistry
Essentials of cell biology
Essentials of analytical chemistry
Psychology (60 videos)
Clinical Skills (30 videos)
Essentials of behavioral science
Essentials of physical examinations I
Essentials of experimental psychology
Essentials of physical examinations I
I
Videos run from 5-10 minutes in length and are broken into sections that allow users to quickly
jump to content of interest. Transcripts of procedures are available on-screen and for download
as PDFs. Videos utilize a JoVE video player, which is compatible with HTML5 and Adobe
Flash. Older browsers do not support HTML5 and the H.264 video codec, but still use a Flashbased video player. JoVE recommends downloading the newest version of Flash, but they
support versions 10 and above.
User Interface/Navigation/Searching
The JoVE home screen is well laid out and easy to comprehend <Insert figure 1>. The main
screen features spotlight videos, while the right side includes a list of subject areas, separated
into the JoVE Journal and Science Education series. Each subject area for the JoVE Journal is
represented by color circles and letter designations, while those in the Science Education series
have the same blue-gray color and SE letter designation. If you do not subscribe to a collection
the letter and circle appears in black-and-white. At the bottom of the main screen are the newest
videos added to each series, along with the most popular videos.
Access to videos is through browsing subject areas in each series, or by using a single search box
at the top of the screen. No matter where you navigate on the site this single search box is
visible. Next to the search box is a link to an advanced search, which provides a three box
search window incorporating Boolean operators (AND, OR, and NOT).
Results from browsing includes a list of videos sorted by date. If searching, the results are
arranged by relevance. Results can be filtered by author or institution, publication date, and
specific subject collections. Unfortunately, you cannot filter to a specific subject area within the
Science Education series. From the search results screen, all videos have the letter designation
of the subject area from which they came. <Insert figure 2>. Holding your mouse over a letter
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designation will provide a complete description of the collection, which is important as the
Science Education series has the same letter designation for all subjects. If you retrieve too
many results from a keyword search, beyond the filtering options provided, you have the option
of adding additional terms to narrow your search.
Once viewing a video the screen content varies slightly depending on whether the video is in the
JoVE Journal or the Science Education series. Both prominently display the video, followed by
a text summary of the protocol and an example of how to cite the video. If the video is within
the JoVE Journal series, a detailed description is provided of the experimental technique,
arranged like a journal article and includes an introduction, protocol, results, discussion,
materials, and references <Insert image #3>(image highlights a dropdown box of available
sections). Videos in the Science Education series only include the basic summary and an onscreen transcript. For both series, the transcript and detailed article can be downloaded as PDFs.
Videos are segmented into sections, each preceded by a title slide and appropriate delay, thereby
enabling one to easily jump to segments of interest. For JoVE Journal videos, the introduction is
provided by the author, and includes a summary and explanation of the benefits or advantages of
the technique. Science Education videos have an off-screen narrator providing a brief overview
and importance of the technique. The remaining four to five segments involved narrated steps of
the technique in a laboratory or experimental setting. All videos include close-up footage of
involved steps, and occasionally animations to explain concepts or processes too small to be
visible.
Videos within the JoVE Journal series provide links to videos related to the one you are viewing.
You can view the related videos even if you don’t subscribe to the particular subject area in
which they reside. Videos within the Science Education series do not have a related videos
feature, except for the Biology and Advanced Biology subject areas.
Accessibility for the hearing impaired includes downloadable transcripts and articles. Beginning
June 2017, JoVE Journal videos from January 1, 2016 to the present, and all Science Education
series will include closed captioning.
Critical Evaluation
JoVE is a unique and valuable source for visual demonstrations of experimental techniques in the
subject areas represented. JoVE provides valuable understanding of techniques that go beyond
textual descriptions, thereby improving the likelihood of repeatability. Although videos are not
recorded in HD or 4k they are generally pretty clear, particularly newer videos. Yet, even newer
videos are not sharp when expanded to the full screen. The decision to reduce video quality was
likely done to preserve Internet bandwidth and reduce storage costs for the publisher. Since
JoVE is ten years old this year, earlier videos do not have the resolution as newer ones. These
videos often suffer from pixilation when expanded to full screen view, and even when reduced
are not sharp.
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The interface of JoVE is clean and neat, without a lot of distracting images or content. General
access to videos is easy through browsing and filtering capabilities. That said, the search
algorithm is not very advanced, and clearly not to the level of most web discovery tools or
Google. For example, searching on the title, “Western Blotting Using the Invitrogen NuPage
Novex Bis Tris MiniGels” did not show the video within three pages of results. Putting the title
in quotations had no improvement in retrieval. After reducing the title to a few keywords,
“Nupage Novex”, the video appeared as the first result. Apparently JoVE’s search engine
defaults to OR searching, even if you use a phrase. This is annoying and makes it difficult to
locate videos of interest. As a result, searching is best kept to a few unique keywords. Users
wanting to locate videos on particular characteristics will yearn for more advanced filtering
capabilities or the addition of descriptors. For example, my colleague wanted to limit his search
to surgical videos involving humans and was not able to do so successfully, retrieving animal
surgeries as well. JoVE is planning to revise their website in June of 2017 and hopefully will
enhance their search engine.
Content is hard to evaluate without consultation from individual subject experts. During a trial to
JoVE at my university, several faculty reported the content as useful and wanted access for their
students. JoVE includes thousands of videos, covering a wide variety of techniques. Finding a
collection to meet the needs of faculty and staff in particular departments can be difficult. For
example, videos of interest to surgical technology faculty and students may require subscriptions
to JoVE Journal subject areas of medicine, genetics, and cancer research. Some may find subject
areas in the Science Education series do not have enough advanced techniques, thereby requiring
additional subscriptions to JoVE Journal subject areas.
As a final consideration, a subscription to JoVE is not cheap. Although JoVE offers deals
through the year that substantially reduce the list price, the overall cost, especially if you add
multiple subject areas can be prohibitive for smaller, public colleges and universities.
Competitive Products
There are several well-known protocol products: Springer Protocols, Cold Spring Harbor
Protocols, Bio-Protocol, Current Protocols, Nature Protocols, and Methods in Enzymology.
Although some of these products are starting to include video methods, most are text based with
static images. While the Journal of Medical Insight offers videos of surgical techniques for
surgeons, residents, and medical students, JoVE is the only commercial product that specializes
in video methods on a variety of subjects.
Purchase & Contract Provisions
JoVE guarantees subscribers the renewal rate will remain constant for three years with
continuous renewal. After three years of continuous access, a renewal fee of up to 5% will
apply, but this amount is negotiable. The new fee will then be guaranteed for another 3 years
when renewed without expiration. If there is a break in renewals, the renewal rate expires.
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Users can print or download a reasonable amount of text articles, and transmit single text articles
to other authorized users or third-party colleagues for their educational or research use.
Interlibrary loan of text articles is permitted within normal copyright limitations. Permission is
granted to provide links to JoVE videos on institutional web sites or in course packs, electronic
reserves and course management systems.
Upon expiration of the license agreement users will still have access to videos in the JoVE Video
Journal that were added during the subscription period and within the subscribed collections.
Access to JoVE Science Education collections does not continue beyond the subscription period,
as these collections are fixed in size, and do not add videos on a regular basis.
JoVE currently provides counter compliant use statistics in MR1, JR2, JR5, JR1 report formats,
but are expanding counter compliance over time and have done special requests for subscribers.
MARC records are available upon request.
Authentication
JoVE provides IP access and allows unlimited concurrent users. Proxy servers are
accommodated, and JoVE is Shibboleth compliant. Another option is the use of username and
passwords by domain, which provides access to advanced features, such as the ability to add
comments to the end of JoVE Journal articles.
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3.75

Content:

4.5

JoVE is unique in offering video protocols for a
variety of subject areas. Video demonstrations of
experimental techniques reduce errors compared
to written protocols and enhance understanding.

User Interface/Searchability

3

User interface is clean, intuitive, and easy to
navigate. Search capability is not very robust,
defaulting to OR searches and not
accommodating phrase searching. More filtering
options would help retrieve content. The best
access is through simple and unique keyword
searches, or browsing by subject areas.

Pricing

3.5

List pricing is high. However, negotiated prices
or special discounts are available making the cost
more accessible to budget stretched institutions.

Purchase/Contract Options

4

Negotiated price remains the same for three years
and then up to a 5% increase will apply for the
next contract period. Allowable use of the
product is reasonable and comparable to other
electronic products.
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